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The study proposes a workflow utilizing drone-mounted lidar and photogrammetry technologies to identify plant species and estimate BVOCs emissions in biodiverse forest ecosystems, and underscores the importance of advancing image recognition technology and sharing data within research communities to enhance BVOC emissions estimation accuracy. However, the description of the methodology in this study is rather crude, lacking detailed explanations, and the uncertainty analysis lacks quantification, resembling a simple compilation of different methods, which fails to demonstrate the superiority of this method. Moreover, the readability of the article is poor, suggesting a need for language revision throughout the manuscript. Therefore, I believe the current version of the article is not suitable for publication in the AMT journal. Some specific comments are as follows:

Thank you to the reviewer for their comments, criticisms, and suggestions. As the reviewer pointed out, the main focus of this study is to attempt to form a framework for obtaining BVOCs emission by integrating existing multidisciplinary methods of unmanned aerial vehicle surveying, image recognition, and BVOCs emission calculation. Therefore, the previous version had many issues such as a long technical chain that made it difficult to elaborate on technical details. In response to this, we have carefully made revisions according to the reviewer's comments, supplemented relevant technical details, and attempted to further discuss the sources of uncertainty and propose some possible solution and research directions to mitigate these uncertainties on emission estimation. Meanwhile, as we are not native English speakers, there are some grammar errors in the original version, and we have hired corresponding grammar experts to polish them. Specific point-to-point modifications, such as subsequent blue font text and corresponding difference files.

This study only considers the influence of tree species and uses emission factors from MEGAN and literature reports for different tree species for calculation. However, by only considering tree species and not factors such as land use type, leaf biomass, emission factors, and meteorological effects, which are considered in MEGAN, does the accuracy of the calculated results surpass that of MEGAN?

Yes, we fully agree with the reviewer's comments. As the reviewer pointed out, we are only establishing a framework for quickly identifying tree species and estimating BVOCs based on a database of tree species emission factors retrieved from literature, without deeply considering the impact of environmental factors like the MEGAN model. This is an important source of uncertainty in the estimation of BVOCs emissions in this study, and we have provided additional discussion on this in section 4.1.3.

However, although the MEGAN version currently coupled in various regional air
quality models takes into account various meteorological conditions, leaf growth, and other factors relatively completely, its definition of vegetation itself often depends on the definition of land use types in the coupled regional models. For example, in the commonly used WRF-Chem model, vegetation types are usually classified using the MODIS 20 or USGS 24 classification systems, which still using the combination of coniferous forests, broad-leaved forests, mixed forests, evergreen forests, and deciduous forests for forest classification. This means that there is a need for further improvement in the characterization of emissions from different tree species.

In view of this, we tentatively propose a relatively independent and fast method to provide BVOCs emission data for calculation and validation. We certainly hope to combine the tree species results obtained by this method with the MEGAN model to estimate the changes in BVOC emissions under different conditions, but unfortunately, this can only be carried out in subsequent work. Therefore, in this study, we only propose the upper and lower estimated BVOCs emissions, and compare them with the results of previous literature emissions estimates of this sample site using MEGAN to discuss their potential issues.

The study mentions significant limitations in the research methodology, constrained by the reported tree species, emission factors, and photochemical conditions, leading to potential variations in BVOCs emission results for the same species in different regions and ecosystems. Thus, it restricts the further application and transferability of this method to other forests, necessitating targeted studies specific to local conditions. In such a highly uncertain scenario, what is the practical application value of this method?

We appreciate the excellent questions raised by the reviewer. As mentioned earlier, the goal of this study is to provide a new and relatively fast framework for estimating BVOCs in sample plots at the tree species scale. The value of this framework lies in providing a new method for third-party validation of regional BVOCs emissions based on model calculations at sample sites. Based on the comparison in Section 4.2 of the Dinghu Mountain sample plot, it can be seen that the emissions of BVOCs obtained based on the MEGAN model in the previous literature were lower than the estimated amount in this study. This means that there may be some issue with the MEGAN model expressing leaf biomass based on few parameters such as leaf area index, PFT, crown diameter, etc. which requires improvement and new parameterization.

The analytical methods employed in the article, such as LiDAR-Based Tree Segmentation and Canopy Structure Calculation, lack detailed descriptions of relevant aspects and improvements made to achieve fine-grained segmentation and canopy structure calculation. It is recommended to supplement the description and discussion in this regard.

Thank you for the reviewer's suggestions. We provide additional setup details and discussion of them in each related section of LiDAR-based tree segmentation and canopy structure calculation. Please refer to the subsequent modification of the
The article mentions that results obtained from different tree species identification software may exhibit certain discrepancies. How should identification and selection be carried out in such cases? How should the resulting uncertainty be considered? It is suggested to supplement relevant descriptions and discussions.

Thank you for your suggestions. This place was not clearly explained in the previous version. Due to the differences of their respective training sets, different platforms, software, and APPs have different accuracy rates for identifying plants. In this regard, we conduct a conditional judgment on all the results feedback from the platforms. If one input data obtains the same recognition result with more than two of the platforms, then the recognition result is accepted. This method inevitably brings uncertainty, but due to the functional differences of different platforms, it is difficult to quantify the range of uncertainty. However, what we can determine is that compared to other processes such as aerial surveys and single tree segmentation, the source of uncertainty is difficult to control due to the selected training datasets of different platforms. It is recommended that the academic community conduct further collaborative research on this. We have provided additional explanations in the methods section and discussion section, respectively.

The article also acknowledges numerous uncertainties inherent in the method itself, including drone flight altitude, image resolution, selection of image recognition tools, and the inability to identify emissions from vegetation below the canopy. However, the uncertainty analysis lacks quantitative representation. How can targeted improvements and enhancements be made to address the sources of these uncertainties? As AMT is a journal focused on measurement technology, the article should emphasize detailed quantitative descriptions of measurement technology upgrades and modifications, rather than simply combining different methods. It is recommended to supplement descriptions and discussions related to these aspects.

We fully agree with the reviewer's suggestion. We also believe that the lack of direct quantification of uncertainty levels for each source is a major issue in this paper. We believe that this is caused by two factors. On the one hand, the entire technical framework process is too long, with a considerable number of unknown or random sources of uncertainty. On the other hand, the uncertainty of some source is difficult to verify or lacks quantitative method. The focus of this study is to provide a new methodological framework for estimating BVOCs emissions, which integrates multiple relatively mature methods from different scientific fields. The key issue here is how to organically connect these technologies and apply them to the estimation of BVOCs. And due to the long technical framework, our focus is on qualitatively identifying potential sources of uncertainty to guide and appeal relevant researchers to think about the corresponding issues. Thus, we adding supplement description and discussion according to your suggestion and providing some solutions or research directions to
mitigate these uncertainties on emission estimation. Please refer to the subsequent modification of the difference marker file.

There are many grammatical errors in the article, such as lines 56-57, 74-75, and 252-253. Additionally, many sentences are incomplete, such as line 63-64. Furthermore, there is a lot of repetitive expression, such as lines 64-65, 79-80, and 242-243. The overall impression of the article is rushed and lacks careful scrutiny. It is recommended to thoroughly revise the manuscript.

Thank you for your criticisms and suggestions. As we are not native English speakers, there are many grammatical errors in the original version as you point out. And we have hired corresponding grammar experts to polish them. Specific point-to-point modifications, such as subsequent blue font text and corresponding difference files.